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Abstract—The important goal of this paper is to provide an overview on the concepts of big data analysis. Furthermore the growing emergence
and importance of qualitative data analysis in the field of business intelligence and data science is broadly explained .It also marks out effective
tools and techniques used to obtain prominent qualitative analytic results on the global level. Moreover we have concluded on the basis of
comparison of the tools depending on various factors and parameters by representing it on a tabular manner.
__________________________________________________*****_________________________________________________

I. INTRODUCTION
Today, the information utilization rate is
immensely extending, the measure of information produced
and put away is almost imperceivable and exceedingly
developing. Enormous information that is only a huge
volume of unstructured or organized information that keeps
running done into a business on regular routine. This
enormous information is broke down keeping in mind the
end goal to accomplish noticeable business development and
enhanced business procedures [1]. Consistently there is no
less than 40% expansion in the measure of information
development on worldwide level, prompting which
organizations have begun embracing new information
systematic strategies and instruments furthermore have
ventured ahead moving their information towards the cloud
for their huge information diagnostic prerequisites and for
better analysis.[3][2] In enormous information investigation
it is not the measure of information that is key but rather
how effectively we handle, prepare and dissect it is the key
element. Enormous information investigation doesn't rotate
around the amount of information we possess, it manages
how well you make utilization of it. Subsequently with an
appropriate blend of huge information expository systems,
and apparatuses according to your business needs can
successfully accomplish numerous business related focal
points.
Qualitative Data Analytics
Data analytics (DA) is the exploration of analyzing crude
information with the motivation behind reaching
determinations about that data. Information examination is
generally utilized as a part of the field of business and
information science so as to improve business pick up and to
endorse or object existing models and techniques
individually. It exclusively works and spotlights on

information that is as of now been gathered and known. This
study of information examination essentially comprises of
three sections viz, Exploratory data analysis (EDA) where
fundamental components of information are outlined and
imagined. Confirmatory data analysis (CDA) is the place the
current suppositions and speculations are assessed to
demonstrate genuine or false. Qualitative Data Analysis
(QDA) manages non-quantifiable information, for example,
recordings, words, pictures and so forth which can't be
numerically measured. Subjective Data Analysis has
numerous points of interest over quantitative. Subjective
information investigation is information driven as the
information proof is not generally quantitative.[5] It gives
precision, places quantitative information into applicable
connection furthermore to decide the nature of our scientific
result. It contains overviews, recordings, sounds, pictures,
report, client reaction structures and information from online
networking.
Beforehand,
dissecting
non-numerical
information for numeric perception was a human –rigorous
errand be that as it may, now with the developing rise of
subjective information there emerges astute approaches to
look at subjective information framing a quantitative result.
[6]
Some transformation techniques are :
A. Scoring
Assigning a specific rank or a score within a
defined range to a particular qualitative data such as images
or some comments.
B. Sentiment Analysis
In this technique some positive or negative value is
assigned to a particular sentiment which is expressed in a
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particular quantitative data following which a numerical
value is given to that sentiment for further analysis.

the part of the record, and different records every code can
be appointed diverse hues by the client easily in getting the
codes relegated to the source record.

C. Text Analysing
It analysis the data by summarizing and visualizing
the textual data content into a quantitative manner such as
topic model and heat maps. It also processes natural
language and sentiments. [4]

Conversion of qualitative data into quantitative
data does not mean that qualitative data is running of no use
ahead. It remains the most important part of big data
analysis and data asset. As in this wave of big data analysis,
making the best insights from qualitative data has become
challenging and rapid growing which can be achieved by
using various qualitative data analysis tools to create an
appealing result and extract more precise meaning out of it.
Hence we can say the we need to gather, process and mine
big data at a numeric scale that possesses qualitative and
quantitative data.
Fig. 1.

User Interface Of QDA Miner Lite

II. DATA ANALYTICS TOOLS
A. Qualitative Data Analysis Miner Lite
Qualitative Data Analysis (QDA) Miner Lite is a
light weight variant of QDA Miner which is exceptionally
made because of keeping the essential needs of scientists
and experts helping them with their examination in
subjective information investigation. QDA Miner Lite is a
simple to-use information investigation programming
bundle which can be utilized for coding, explaining,
recovering and dissecting little and huge accumulations of
reports and pictures. QDA Miner Lite might be utilized to
break down meeting or center gathering transcripts,
authoritative archives, diary articles, addresses, even whole
books, and in addition drawings, photos, canvases, and
different sorts of visual reports. It has a few content
recovery instruments; investigation includes and propelled
code administration tools. [7] It contains different recovery
devices like Text Retrieval, Code Similarity, and Query by
case, and so forth. QDA Miner Lite has a simple
establishment process with exceptionally straightforward
client interface which is straightforward and utilizes all the
diverse elements. QDA Miner Lite gives different methods
for envisioning instruments, beginning from essential charts
to numerous perplexing outlines, even the 3D diagrams and
different apparatuses to inspect the information and reach a
conclusion with respect to the subjective examination. The
Codes are highlighted along the edge of the source
document which demonstrates the codes which are alloted to

B. RQDA
RQDA is a bundle of R which can be utilized for
Qualitative Data Analysis; it’s and open source
programming for subjective investigation of information and
cross stage which implies that it deals with various stages
viz. Windows, Linux, Mac OS stages. RQDA is an
instrument which helps the clients in examination of literary
information. Presently, it underpins just plain content
arranged information as info. RQDA stores all the data in a
SQLite database by means of the R bundle and stores it in
RSQLite. The client interface depends on RGtk2, utilizing
the guide of gWidgetsRGtk2. [8] RQDA incorporates with
R which includes numerous components and develops its
ease of use. RQDA makes it conceivable to get factual
examination on coding and even control of information and
investigation can be reached out by composing R capacities.
RQDA can be utilized for both subjective and additionally
quantitative information investigation. RQDA is a bundle
which develops R so the establishment procedure is
somewhat long and not exactly simple for tenderfoots.
Indeed, even the Graphical User Interface is bit troublesome
in the event that somebody is not acquainted with PCs. The
plotting of diagram is impossible specifically utilizing the
RQDA as you will require other bundle to change over the
information into a chart. RQDA underpins plotting of code
classes in a chart where the hubs are spoken to by code
classifications and codes. Explanation is another component
which is upheld by RQDA where client can note significant
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information for a specific code and utilize it for future
reference.

Fig. 3.
Fig. 2.

User Interface Of HyperReasearch

User Interface Of RQDA
III. COMPARISON

C. HyperResearch
HyperResarch was first introduced in 1991 for
qualitative researchers. Hyper Research is fully crossplatform tool which means it is compatible with different
Operating Systems. Hyper Research gives it users’ facility
of coding and retrieval of source material, theory building,
and analyses of your data.
HyperResarch is used by qualitative researchers in
areas such as health care, legal, sociology, anthropology,
music, geography, geology, education, theology,
philosophy, history, market research, focus group analysis
and most other fields using qualitative research
approaches.[9] Hyper Resarch has a simple installation
process and an elegant user interface which needs a user of
medium knowledge to handle the tool. The tool does not
support input through the database. Hyper Resarch is not an
open source tool. It has an auto code feature which assigns
the code automatically to the respective code. Hyper
Research gives an important feature of word count which
shows the total count of each word and displays it in a very
good format which makes it very easy for the user to get
details of the source file.
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Level

Comparison of ToolsConclusion

In this paper, we have given the basic idea of what
are data and the meaning of qualitative data and kinds of
data analytics and transformation of these data using various
methods. Also three different tools are compared on the
basis of text files. These tools play an important role in
analysis of data. These tools as compared have their pros
and cons depending on the type of data analysis that needs
to be done. The final conclusion cannot be given on which
tool is the best as each one is good for different kind of user
and the features being added day by day in tool to improve
it. But, one can make out the tool suited for him/her
depending on the needs.
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